is the same for all a eP-l(a). Moreover, E maps Gv(V) bijeetively onto the set of all (p + 1)-dimensional linear subspaces of V. If a e Gv(V), define E(a) = Pv(E(a) -{0}) = P(E(a))_ P(V).
Then E maps Gv(V ) bijectively onto the set of all p-dimensional projective linear subspaces of V. Obviously, G0(V) = P(V) and G~_~(V) ~ P(V*).
If O<<.p<n and O<.q<n, define
Fv q I {(a'b)edv(V) x Gq(V) IE(a)~--E(b)} ' = [ {(a, b) E Gv (V) x Gq (V) I E(a) ~_ E(b)}
if p<q if p>q.
Let ~: Fv.q-+Gq(V) and ~: Fv,q-+Gv(V) be the natural projections.
L EMMA 1.1. Fv, q is a connected, compact, smooth, complex submani]old o~ Gr(V) x Gq(V). The projections ze and ~ are proper, surjective, regular holomorphic maps.
Proo/. Obviously, Fv.q is closed and locally given by holomorphie equations. Therefore, Er,r is a compact analytic subset of Gv(V) x Gq(V). Let GL(V) = {a: V-+ V] ~ hnear isomorphism} be the general linear group on V. Then GL(V) acts on G~(V) by ~(E(a))= E(zc(a)). Moreover, if (a, b)EFv.r so is (~(a), ~(b))EFv.q. Hence GL(V) acts as a group of biholomorphic maps on Ft. q, and the action of GL(V) on Fv. r is transitive. Because Fv. q is smooth at at least one point, it is smooth. Obviously, the projections ~ and v are surjectire, proper, holomorphic and commute with the action of GL(V). By Sard's Theorem, zt and ~ are regular at least along one of its fibers; hence, considering the action of GL(V), they are regular. If p < q, then Fv. q is a differentiable fiber bundle over the connected base space Gv(V ) with the connected fiber Gv(E(b)). Hence, ~'v.r is connected. If p >q, then Fv.q is biholomorphieally equivalent to Fq.r. Hence, Fr.q is connected, q.e.d. and has dimension d~ = (p + 1)(n-p). The pull back of the forms ~5~. s to the submanifold G~(V) will be denoted again by &p. s. The volume of Gp(V) is denoted by W(n, p) = ( gO~.d, ( 2) d Gp (v) and will be computed later.
For aEG~(V) and xEP(V)-E(a), the exterior product x A a is well defined by x A a= P(~ A a) where P(~) =x and P(a) =a. A holomorphic map
~a: P(V) -/~(a)-+Op+l(V)
is defined by g~(x) =x A a. The map g~ is meromorphic on P(V). On P(V) -E(a), define 
W(n, p) ~o,<~
This has already been done in [10] for p =0, where the following identity was of importance: Take aE V. On V-E(a), define ~a bY(l)
i.l-r l =lro^al (r~ Define ~a = (i/2) ~a A ~a on V -E(a). Ira E P(V), then ~a is welldefined on V -E(a) by v~ = va with aEP-l(a). Moreover, one and only one form ~a Of bidegree (1, 1) on P(V)-E(a)= P(V)-(a} exists such that P*(v~)=va. The form #a is non-negative and u ~a=0. Then
for xEP(V)-{a} and qEN.
For a fixed integer p in 0 ~<p ~<n, consider the diagram a (v)
G~_,(V)
In order to establish a fundamental identity for integration on Grassmann manifolds, the maps v and g shall be expressed in local coordinates in a neighborhood of an arbitrary point (a, b) E F~_I. ~ as follows: (4) by z~v=x~, for 0~<tu~p-1 and p<~,<~n and %v=yp~ for p+l<~v<~n and %p=0. Then To(Z)=2 and ~(~(z))= ~0(v0(z))=~o(2)=x. Denote gl(Z) as in (7) and (8) . 
Especially, the dimension of 5_1. p is n +p(n -p); the fiber dimension of v is n -p and the fiber dimension of g is p. 
Therefore, the assertion of the theorem holds at the arbitrary point (a, b), q.e.d.
(u)
Integration over a Grassmann manifold
At first, some integrals over the projective space P(V) shall be computed. Let h be a measurable function on P(V) such that h~b0~ is integrable over P(V). Define
Define I={tERlO<~t<~l}.
LEMMA 2.1. Let g>~O be a measurable/unction on I. Take wEP(V). Define h: P(V)~R
almost everywhere on P(V) by h(z)=g(llw:zll~). Suppose t~t either h~on i8 integrable over
P(V) or g(t)t n-1 is integrable over I. Then both are integrable and L(h) =n g(t)t~-ldt is independent o/w EP(V).
Proo/. Take to E V sueh that I rol = 1 and w =P(ro). Take Then f:s fo 
It was assumed that L(h) exists. If .[log(t)P-ldt

. A dS~,(r ).
Then functions yJ~v(a) are uniquely determined on U sueh that
If for every xE U all the integrals L(yJ~( -) (x)) exist, then
is a well defined form of bidegree (p, q) on M. Thus, the average L extends from functions to forms.
LEM~IA 2.4. Let q be an integer with O<q<~n. Take weP(V). Let g>~O be a measurable function on I such that g(t) t n-1-q is integrable over I. Define v/=yJ(a, w) =g( ]lw: all z)(I)~)(a) (w).
Then
Proof. Define gl(t) = g(t) t-q for 0 < t ~< 1 and gl(0) = 0. Take 0 4= lv E P(V) with w = P(IV). 
Take 3 E V-E(w)
Hence,
Lt W(n) Ep(v)
Moreover,
L=l -A--f zW(n) s s 2 ep(v)gl(l[w:z]12)ibon(Z) =n gt(t) t~-ldt=n g(t) tn-l-adt.
:Now (3) implies
W(n) <v)
Let h: G~(V)-* C be a function on the Grassmann manifold where p >~ 1. Then h6")~. ,_~ 
. Let p, q and s be integers with 0<p<n and O <q < n-p =s. Let g be a nonnegative measurable /unction on I. Pick aEGp_I(V ) and wEP(V)-J~(a). Suppose that g(THa:wi]2)~*-q-i is integrable over I. Define h=h(z)=g(Iiz:wH2)aP~(z) (w ) almost everywhere on G~(V). Then ~[h] exists at a and
~ [h] (a) = (s -q) f ~ g(T ]]a : w H 2) T~-q-~ dt r(a)
= E(a) | EX(a).
Let3a: E~(a)-~ V and is: P(E~(a))-~P(V) be the inclusions. Then E'(a)
is
/"
L~(h)
_l, pCh o 3T) 9T*C~)l~,dp) A %~(~p-l.~). 
W(p) W(n, P)
• (h 0 :r~) 2g*(~p. dp) /~ T*(~)p-l.P) 
The degree o/the Grassmanu mani/old G~(V) as an algebraic subvariety o/P(V[p
Proo/. The assertion is correct for p=0 as is well known (see also Lemma 2.1). Suppose the assertion is correct for p -1 < n. Then 
L E M M A 2.9. Let q be an integer with 0 <. q < n -p = s. Take a E Gp_ 1 (V) and w E P(V) -J~(a). De/ine h by h(z) = log Hz : w H-s (i)q (z) (w). Then q~[h] (a)= (s~q+ log ~) dP~-i(a) (w).
Proo]. Apply Lemma 2.5 with g(t)=log (l/t). Then
q.e.d. 
u=os-q+#
De/ine h by h(z, w)= Proo[. At first, the case p = 0 shall be proved. Lemma 2.4 with g(t) = log (l/t) implies
Now, assume that the assertion is correct for p -1. Then Since G~(V) is a symmetric space and the non-negative form Lh(As) is invariant under all isometries, it can be concluded a priori that
Lv(h)=Lp l(q~[h])=Lv_l ((s--~+ log ~) dP~_l(a) (w))
where K is a non-negative constant which could be infinite. The importance of Theorem 2.11 consists of the fact that K < ~.
The First Main Theorem
Let /: M-~N be a holomorphic map of a pure m-dimensional complex manifold into a pure n-dimensional complex manifold with m ~> n. The rank of / at z is defined by 
F = {(z, a)EM x Gr(V)[/(z)EJE(a)}.
Then F is a smooth, complex submanifold of M • G~(V) with pure dimension m +p(n -p).
The projection a: F-~ M is a surjective, proper, regular, holomorphic map. 
P(v)
The map / is said to be general of order s
at z E M for a E G~(V) if and only if open neighborhoods U of z in M and W of a in Gu(V) exist such that dimx/-X(E(y)) = q for all x E/-I(E(y)) with y E W, which is the case ff and only if (z, a) E M • Gp(V) -D]. The map is said to be general for aEG~(V) if and only if / is general of order s for a at every point of ]-l(E(a)), which is the case if and only if aEGv(V) -f(D]), i.e., for almost all a. If / is general at zEM for aEGv(V), the intersection number is defined by vT(z)=vi(z, a)=vT(z; a) if (z,a)EF (i.e., (z, a)EF-D]; i.e., /(z)eB(a)) and by vT(z)=vf(z; a)=0 if (z, a)(~F (i.e., ](z)$$(a)).
Obviously, the support of v7 is/-l(E(a)).
If p=0, then o, v and ~ are biholomorphic and vs(z; a) =v](z, a) if (z, a) E.F-D]; i.e., z E (M -D~) N/-l(J~(a)).
Now, it shall be assumed that a non-negative exterior form g of bidegree (q, q) and of class C 1 is given on M such that d Z =0 on M. Assume further that M is connected. 
At(G) = A~,r(O) = ~)
/*(SJo.~) A Z (12) and the characteristic of order s by
'L
TI(G) = T.,I(G)
= ~ ~01*(~b08) A 2f.(13)
If aEG~(V) and if / is general of order s at every point of G f~ ]-l(~(a)), define the counting function of order s by ni(G , a) = fav~g with Ga=G N/-l(JE(a)),
the valence/unction of order s by 
NI(G, a) = fa yrv~Z,
DI(G , a)= ~) .
A dd• A g. 
TI(G ) = NI(G, a) +mi(I TM, a) --mi(~, a) --DI(G, a)
which is the First Main Theorem. (12), (13), (14), (15) and (18) make sense for all r in
G(r) = (z e M [ R -~o(z) < r) F(r) = G(r) -G(r).
Then g_ G(0)c G(0)c G(r)~ G(r)~ G(R)~_ G
O<~r~R. 
D-TAG(r) ) =AAG(r)) if O<r<R /)-NAG(r), a) --nAG(r), a) if 0 < r <~ R.
Let B = (G, g, F, y, ~p) be a bump. The average proximity/unction of order s is defined by 
'L %"lusr(I')=L~(mf(P")) W(n,p) ,(v) m~(I''a)ib~'~'
l fop)
e~+%~(G)=LADA (7, a) 
for every continuous form u o/bidegree (l, 1) on G-g.
Proof.
At first, assume that u is a continuous non-negative form of bidegree (1, 1) on G-g. Then f*(A(a))A U A Z ~ 0 on G--g. Hence (Dr(G, a, ~) 
JL~(D~(G, a, v)) = %sAt(G, v), LT(DT(G, u)) = L~(DT(G, qJ)) -KLT(DT(G, u)) = %~Ar(G, ~) -%~KAs(G, v) = %.As(G, u),
which proves (27) and implies (26) with u=dd• The mean value of the proximity form and proximity remainder is obtained the same way, observing that their integrands are non-negative. Now, (19) and (22) imply (23), q.e.d.
Differentiation implies
AI(G(r)) = LT(nI(G(r), a))
for O<r~R. If 0<~ on G, then G(R)=G and
A~(G) = LT(n~(a, a)).
(Using integration over the fibers, this could be proved directly, so providing an alternative proof for (23).)
Let N be a subset of M. Define (G, a, u)-{-mIO,, a) for almost all a G G~(V). Now
I~(N, /) ----In(N ) = {a E GT(V) ]](N) N ~(a) :~ 0}.
NI(G,a ) <~ TI(G) § D~
'L 1 mI(7, a) ~bp.e, ~< mI(7, a) ~bp.a, = %s/~I(7).
W(n, p) (G) W(n, p) ~(v)
Hence, This will be done in the next section. At first, a condition will be given which implies Cn_l,l= 1~ --1 .
TI(G ) <~ bi(G ) TI(G ) +%~AI(G, u)
Tf(G) > O. L~MMA 3.4. Let B=(G, F,g,~,v2) be a
bump on M. Suppose that an open subset U o/G exists such that YJZI U>0. Suppose that aEGv(V ) and zoE U with [(Zo)EE,(a ) exist such that ] is general o[ order s at z o/or a. Then At(G ) >0 and TI(G )
v=l~ Hence, the following result has been established. 
meaning that ](M) intersects E(a) ]or almost every a EGn_I(V ). (Observe that G~_I(V ) is isomorphic to P( V*).)
The other cases use an exhaustion functiom Again, let M be a connected, noncompact, 
Ts.1(r) then/(M) intersects ~(a) /or almost every a E G~( F).
Observe that if s = 1, then A0.r(r ) =M(r) is the volume of Gr, and this result should be compared with Theorem 4.2.
Observe that Theorem 4.5 depends on M, h, V,/, p and the hermitian metric on V only, and that it is expressible with simplicity in explicit intrinsic terms. 0nly, the choice of h is not canonical, and the question remains as to how the theory depends on the choice of h on Stein manifolds.
Observe that Theorem 4.5 generalizes a result of Chern [2] . Also, the results of Bott and Chern [1] concerning equidistribution of the zero sets of sections can be obtained from this and generalized to the case where the fiber dimensions of the vector bundle is smaller than the dimension of the base space.
